Microkernel-based operating systems typically require special attention to issues that otherwise arise only in distributed systems. The resulting extra code degrades performance and increases development effort, severely limiting decomposition granularity.
INTRODUCTION
An operating system (OS) can be designed either as a monolithic kernel, or as a microkernel with individual servers running on top. While the technological benefits and challenges of microkernel-based systems have been explored in research and practice [15, 16] , less attention has been spent on the programming environment they provide to the OS developer. Monolithic kernel programming is comparatively similar to regular application programming, albeit with special concerns for low-level issues. In contrast, a microkernelbased multi-server OS corresponds to a distributed system consisting of many individual programs, all of which must be programmed to interact correctly.
The similarity to distributed environments directly stems
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Distributed-system paradigms, though well-understood and suited for physically (and, thus, coarsely) partitioned systems, present obstacles to the fine-grained decomposition required to exploit the benefits of microkernels: First, a lot of development effort must be spent into matching the OS structure to the architecture of the selected microkernel, which also hinders porting existing code from monolithic systems. Second, the more servers exist -a desired property from the viewpoint of fault containment -the more additional effort is required to manage their increasingly complex interaction. As a result, existing microkernel-based systems are typically restricted to fairly coarse-grained decomposition, lest development overhead and performance penalties render them unmaintainable or unusable.
We present an alternative microkernel design, which strives to overcome the limits to OS decomposition by replacing distributed-system concepts with a simple component model. Although most multi-server systems employ some component framework, it is usually built on top of an existing microkernel. Instead, we take the reverse direction: First, we design a component framework with fine-grained OS decomposition in mind, then we develop a microkernel that directly implements the framework. This way, we are able to keep the component model free of explicit, distributed-system-like concepts, and to handle isolation of components, concurrency, etc. on a more abstract level. Servers are not tasks but passive objects, whose code is executed in the context of their callers. They usually neither create any threads, nor wait for or send messages. Their interaction is formalized in a way that permits marshaling for calls across address spaces, but they can also be loaded into the same address space and/or executed in kernel mode.
To demonstrate our approach, we have developed a component model and a corresponding prototypical microkernel, along with a multi-server OS running atop. The multi-server OS includes an Ethernet driver ported from Linux and a network stack based on the lwIP project [8] . We successfully decomposed all drivers and network layers into individual servers. On average, we achieved a granularity of about 300 lines of code per server. At present, we load all servers into a single address space and execute them in kernel mode. Benchmarks indicate that server invocation incurs an overhead of 2.5 to 4 times the duration of regular function calls. Reduction of this cost, as well as support for multiple address spaces, are targets of our ongoing work.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we compare our approach to existing microkernels. In section 3, we explain the key aspects of our design. In section 4, we discuss our implementation and evaluation results.
RELATED WORK
The primary goal of microkernels is to separate OSes into independent servers that can be isolated from each other, while enabling the resulting multi-server systems to provide at least the same features as existing monolithic systems. Purported benefits include robustness and security due to containment of faults and malicious code, easier extensibility and maintainability by strict enforcement of roles and interfaces, as well as flexible verbatim server reuse in the face of changing system requirements [5, 13, 21, 25] .
Early microkernels such as Mach implemented a strippeddown variant of a fully-fledged kernel, including drivers, file systems, process management, etc., aiming at gradually replacing some kernel features by user-mode daemon processes [1] . Complex abstractions, however, limit the performance of microkernel operations, and consequently the achievable system granularity. Later microkernels such as L4 and Exokernel reduced the number of abstractions and mechanisms to the bare minimum required for the implementation of secure and fast multi-server systems [9, 20] , typically comprising: i) support for protection via address spaces, ii) execution of code in protection domains, and iii) communication and data sharing across protection boundaries.
These abstractions manifest themselves as additional concepts lacking any equivalent in monolithic kernels. Active, task-based architectures, as seen in early microkernels, are still the most common (and have also found their way into language-based approaches such as Singularity [2] ). But even in systems without tasks (e.g., in Hydra [7] or Pebble [6] ), there are other new concepts such as access rights, indirect manipulation of data, or explicit setup of communication paths. If the OS consists of a few large servers, as in L4Linux [15] , ExOS [17] , or virtual machine monitors [14] , such additional microkernel-specific concepts can be largely ignored. However, developers of true multi-server systems, such as Workplace OS [23] , Hurd [26] , SawMill [13] , or K42 [18] , always face the problem of having to adapt every part of the system accordingly.
Existing attempts to keep the effort manageable include remote procedure calls (RPC) built on top of microkernel mechanisms [18, 24] , support libraries for memory management or binding in servers [4] , or advanced distributedsystem concepts such as Clustered Objects [3] . However, hiding the microkernel behind a facade does not free OS developers from the need to tailor the system to microkernel paradigms at all times. For instance, the use of RPC reduces client code to simple function calls, but does not solve interaction and coordination problems when servers become clients themselves; nor does it help in splitting data structures across multiple servers. The case of SawMill shows that such bold semantic changes easily outweigh the potential benefits of a multi-server system. Particularly, every necessary step requires detailed knowledge of both microkernel and OS semantics.
Finally, in contrast to mere component frameworks such as OSKit [11] or Think [10] , our model explicitly allows for component isolation, supporting all the benefits of microkernelbased systems by design.
DESIGNING FOR DECOMPOSITION
The core of our microkernel architecture is a specially crafted component model. In existing multi-server systems, servers can be regarded as components only to some extent; they are still tasks that consist of address spaces and threads, and interact by sending and receiving messages. Our servers, however, are components and nothing else. The component model is simple enough to be implemented directly by a microkernel, but also expressive enough for servers to be loaded into different protection domains.
Our microkernel's main purpose is to load components and manage their interaction according to the rules defined by the model. In contrast to usual APIs, which define a set of kernel features, our model tells developers how to write servers. These are compiled into tiny files, which the kernel can load and connect. The kernel's exact behavior is an implementation detail; it just needs to satisfy the rules of the component model. Specific kernel features, such as memory management, security, hardware access, etc., are not part of the component model itself, but can be defined on top.
Before writing a server, one needs to define an interface it will implement. Its function signatures are attached to the server in machine-readable form; there is no global interface registry. Figure 1 shows an interface of a hypothetical file system server, with a single function returning the root directory. A directory is also represented by an interface, as shown in Figure 2 .
The component model defines three different parameter and return value types: i) scalars (up to machine word size), ii) references to interfaces (as returned by getRootDirectory in Figure 1 ), and iii) blocks of memory referenced by pointers, which are copied between the caller and callee in one or both directions. Such a parameter, as seen in the getName, Directory getRootDirectory(); getDirectory, and getFile functions in Figure 2 , is accompanied by an additional size parameter (and optionally a return value) specifying the amount of data to copy.
A server implementing the FileSystem interface will need to return an interface reference from getRootDirectory. It can obtain such a reference by loading another server implementing the Directory interface, or by calling a function (of some server) returning such a reference. In a file system, however, the root directory is fundamentally part of the same server. In fact, individual files and directories of a file system can never be regarded as isolated components, but are interrelated parts of a single data structure. In this (common) scenario, the server can construct a local object implementing an interface. It is able to access the data of this object via a locally valid pointer, but it also receives an interface reference, which it can pass to another server.
In addition to implementing an interface, a server can specify required interfaces. When the server is loaded, the entity loading it must provide a reference for each of these interfaces. For example, a file system server will specify an interface to a block device; loading the file system server is equivalent to mounting the file system on that device. Since all external dependencies have to be specified in this way, servers are self-contained; they do not have any global requirements. This property obviates the need for a general naming subsystem, as typically found in distributed systems.
So far, what we have described is merely a component model. Its only direct relation to a microkernel is that servers can be loaded into different address spaces due to the restrictions we placed on function signatures. These restrictions also ensure that the component model can feasibly be implemented directly, without any additional abstraction layer on top of the kernel. However, since the component model is meant to fully replace the microkernel API, it must encompass more of the features necessary for OS development; we describe the most important ones in the following paragraphs.
Concurrency
Existing microkernels handle concurrency by letting servers create multiple threads. This is very different from monolithic kernels, where modules can simply be used by multiple threads in parallel, provided that they use appropriate locking mechanisms internally. Our passive components work exactly like modules in a monolithic kernel: They can be declared as "thread-safe" and equipped with locks, and consequently will be called in parallel if two or more threads invoke the same servers concurrently.
In microkernel-based systems, such a threading architecture is referred to as a "migrating thread" model [12] (see Figure  3) . In our case, however, it arises naturally from the passivity of the components. In other words, we did not apply any specific threading model, but merely avoided all microkernel-specific requirements to deal with threads in the first place. The result is equivalent to the model used implicitly in any component architecture that is not distributed. Thus, in our design, threading and isolation are orthogonal.
Having a foreign thread execute code of a server may seem to raise security issues. However, we can resolve them easily by ensuring that all threads entering a server are treated equally from the server's point of view. In fact, the same model is employed in virtually every monolithic kernel, when userlevel code makes a system call: The thread that has been running at user level continues to execute kernel code. Our model simply extends the vertical structuring of monolithic kernel and user space to the multi-server system domain [19] .
For the OS developer, making a server thread-safe in our system works very similarly to developing a thread-safe class in a high-level language such as Java: Just like individual methods of the class need to be protected against concurrent execution, locks must be placed around the bodies of server functions that are externally accessible via an interface. Since the kernel manages all incoming and outgoing calls, this can actually be automated in a straightforward manner, so that explicit locking code is usually not needed in the server. The kernel is free to use the most appropriate locking mechanism, or even omit the locks if it can guarantee that the locked regions are never executed concurrently. We tolerate the implications on kernel complexity if that enables us to eliminate the same complexity in server code, where we consider it much more harmful.
Protection
The restrictions we place on interface definitions ensure that servers can be isolated from each other by hardware means. Access control, i.e. management of the right to call other servers, is a separate issue, but does not require any new concepts in the component model: Since interface references are local handles managed by the microkernel, they can act as capabilities [22] . The only requirement on the kernel is that it manages them on a per-server basis, like UNIX file descriptors are managed on a per-process basis.
Data Sharing
Along with protection, most microkernels provide means to share data across protection boundaries, using the processor's memory management unit (MMU). The primary reason is performance: data that is shared does not need to be copied. In the presence of memory-mapped I/O and direct memory access (DMA), sharing virtual or physical memory with hardware devices can also become a necessity.
We use regular interface references to denote blocks of sharable memory, so that memory can be treated exactly like other resources in terms of protection. Mapping a memory block is a special feature of the component model (perhaps the first fundamentally microkernel-related aspect we describe). Similarly to the Unix mmap call (using an interface reference in place of the file descriptor), the mapping request results in a pointer that can be used to access the memory. In contrast to most microkernels, explicit address space management is not required. Average   LOC  27  1363  306  Bytes  280  13588  2907   Table 1 : Server sizes in our prototype system.
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References representing actual physical memory can be obtained from the kernel. However, to achieve the flexibility expected from microkernel memory management, we also permit the client to specify a reference to an arbitrary server implementing a certain interface. On a page fault, the kernel calls a function of this interface, passing the fault location and details as arguments. The target server (which represents the "virtual" memory block) then specifies another interface reference to redirect the access to. It, in turn, can either represent physical memory handed out by the kernel, or be a user-implemented server. Using this scheme, we are able to implement common memory management paradigms such as on-demand allocation and copy-on-write semantics.
Object Lifetime
Since a microkernel implementing our component model is required to manage references between servers, it knows when servers or individual objects are no longer referenced. Therefore, the component model mandates that unreferenced objects are destroyed automatically. This enables servers to return references to newly created objects without having to manage their lifetime. In distributed-system-like environments, object lifetime management can become a serious problem: For instance, a server that creates an object on behalf of another server typically needs to be notified when that server ceases to exist.
EVALUATION
We have developed a kernel that implements the component model on the IA-32 architecture, as well as a prototypical multi-server system. Drivers for standard PC hardware, PCI, and a Realtek RTL-8139 100 MBit/s Ethernet adapter are implemented as servers, the RTL-8139 driver being ported from Linux. Furthermore, we have built a TCP/IP stack using code from the lwIP project [8] , but separated into individual servers per networking layer.
An analysis of the source code shows that we are able to achieve a consistently fine server granularity (see Table 1 ). First of all, this indicates that the restrictions we place on interfaces between servers do not impact the ability to separate servers where appropriate. Second, it is a level of granularity that is difficult to achieve in a system based on tasks, because part of the code will always be related to additional issues such as starting and stopping, communication, etc.
Furthermore, we were able to achieve good results reusing individual pieces of code, particularly in the network device driver we ported. Figure 4 shows the amount of unmodified, adapted, and new code in the resulting server. 75 per cent of the code was reusable either without modification or with an often straightforward adaption to the server model (for example, the use of specific interfaces instead of direct calls to kernel subsystems, or the conversion from pointers to interface references). The largest change was the introduction of queues instead of immediate packet processing, which was necessary to achieve satisfactory performance in an arbitrary microkernel environment.
We performed micro-benchmarks on two Intel processors, a Pentium 4 and a Core 2 (see Table 2 ). Since our prototype kernel loads all servers into the kernel, a call from one server to another only takes about 2.5 to 4 times as long as a regular function call. The additional cost stems from the need to build additional stack frames containing information about the called servers, in order to satisfy core properties of the component model such as the lifetime of references. The overhead is kept low by dynamically generating custom code for each server function at load time, as seen in Pebble [6] . Another frequent server operation is obtaining and releasing a reference, e.g. if referenced objects are individual network packets. The duration in the prototype implementation is in the same range as a call between servers.
Although we have not yet implemented a complete microkernel with user-mode server support, we can predict the potential performance of calls across address spaces ("inter-AS") by setting up two address spaces with appropriate contents and kernel data structures, and implementing the necessary part of the kernel call/return path. This includes all required run-time checks and data structure modifications. The results are promising: A call and return between address spaces is faster than two IPCs on the L4Ka µ-kernel, which is explicitly designed for good IPC performance [15] .
As a more real-world benchmark, we measured network data transfer performance using our ported (and decomposed) TCP/IP stack and Ethernet adapter driver, and compared it against the performance of the same card under Linux. We were able to achieve equal throughput, but the CPU load turned out to be approximately twice as large. This number needs to be taken with a grain of salt, however, since the TCP/IP stack we ported is very different from the highly optimized Linux equivalent.
CONCLUSION
We presented a microkernel API specifically designed for fine-grained decomposition, in the form of a specialized component architecture. We discarded distributed-system To evaluate the feasibility and costs of fine-grained servers, we developed a prototype kernel and multi-server OS. We succeeded in separating all internal system components, individual drivers, and even different layers of a TCP/IP stack into servers. Our servers average around 300 lines of code.
Communication across servers does carry a performance cost compared to regular function calls, even if no address space switches are involved. The overhead is much lower than the cost of hardware address space switches, which implies that being able to load servers into the same address space is a worthwhile feature. However, for fine-grained systems that require a lot of server communication, the overhead can still become significant. Better performance is a goal of our ongoing work.
